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Past is prologue: Electronic New Variorum Shakespeares
Paul Werstine*
King’s University College, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada
This paper briefly reviews the history of the transformation of the New Variorum edition
of The Winter’s Tale (WT) into an electronic edition. Then it turns to the beautifully
successful interface designed by Alan Galey to exploit the XML tagging of WT by Julia
Flanders. It ends with a look at the advantages (chiefly increased accuracy) and
disadvantages (chiefly the instability over time of TEI and XML, which are under
constant revision) of the transformation of the book edition to the electronic medium.
Keywords: Variorum; Shakespeare; interface
My short narrative about how the past constitutes a prologue to the splendid work now
being done by Alan Galey and Julia Flanders on the Modern Language Association’s
electronic New Variorum edition of Shakespeare begins about 10 years ago. To be
ridiculously precise, it begins at 10 a.m. on 6 December 1996, when the late Phyllis
Franklin, then executive director of MLA, entered the room in the old MLA offices at
10 Astor Place in which the Committee on the New Variorum edition of Shakespeare had
convened for its annual meeting. She sat down and instructed the Committee that it should
plan to make the edition available on the World Wide Web (WWW) to a broad audience. It
would be almost another decade before Kenneth Goldsmith, founder of UbuWeb, would
opine ‘‘If it doesn’t exist on the Internet, it doesn’t exist’’ (qtd. in Perloff 3). Thus, as the
last 12 years have shown, Phyllis Franklin was truly a visionary. But at that time in 1996 she
seemed a visionary primarily in a negative sense. The Committee had already been
discussing electronic publication off and on since the 1970s, and in the 1990s the topic had
been consuming most of the Committee’s agenda without our getting any closer to
realizing the possibility. Nonetheless, in 2005 the latest volume of the New Variorum,
The Winter’s Tale, was published both as a book and electronically. My essay is some of the
story of this success, as well as a presentation of some of the benefits and problems
attending electronic publication.
This story first attends, in the briefest possible manner, to the development over a very
long period of the New Variorum edition as a book, because its features as a book are what
make its recreation in the electronic medium such a challenge. According to an opinion
delivered in 1992 by Edward Mendelson of Columbia, ‘‘no program [then] existed that
could handle so complicated a piece of hypertext as the Variorum in its printed form
already was’’ (qtd. in Knowles, ‘‘New’’ 146). Such complication is the product of a very
long process. The Latin name of the New Variorum Shakespeare is an index to the
antiquity of the conception for such an edition. ‘‘Variorum’’ alludes to the Latin phrase
editio cum notis variorum, that is, ‘‘edition with the notes of the various [editors and
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commentators]’’, a phrase that indicates the primary purpose of each volume of the New
Variorum Shakespeare edition  namely, to collect and present with all possible economy
and coherence in book form what has been written by the various commentators, critics
and editors on a particular Shakespeare play or on the poems or sonnets. The first edition
usually called a Variorum Shakespeare was edited by Samuel Johnson and George Steevens
and dates from 1773. Thereafter this 1773 Variorum was re-edited (by Johnson, Steevens,
and/or Isaac Reed) and published every five or ten years until 1821, the year of Malone and
Boswell’s Variorum edition, which formed the basis of other, less exhaustive editions of
Shakespeare into the twentieth century, according to David Nichol Smith (57). The New
Variorum was inaugurated by H.H. Furness’s publication of his edition of Romeo and
Juliet in 1871, over 135 years ago. Furness and his son, who succeeded him as editor,
brought out volumes on 19 plays by 1928. In 1933 the New Variorum Shakespeare edition
became an official project of the MLA, under whose auspices 10 editions, one supplement
and five supplementary bibliographies have appeared. Any edition that can still call itself
new after 135 years has a long timeline.
In design these editions are masterly in exploiting the medium of the book so as to
enable the editor to pack as much as possible into a volume and so as to enable the scholar
to use the volume with maximum convenience. The core of each volume contains a text of
the play, textual notes and commentary notes (see Figure 1). Here is the textual scholar
David Greetham’s description of a page in the core of an NVS:
The text-page of the Variorum is divided into three sections. The upper section presents [a very
slightly edited] old-spelling reprint of the copy-text [usually, but not quite always, the earliest
printed version] . . . . The middle section records the textual emendations to the copy-text made
by previous editors of Shakespeare, and the lower section lists the commentary on the text by
editors and critics. Cumulatively, a variorum can therefore present a cultural and critical
history of the transmission and reception of a text, but does not . . . try to create a new text.
The critical commentary includes definitions from both OED and earlier editions, the citation
of parallel or similar passages, and reference to critical and textual disagreements. (417)
What Greetham calls the ‘‘middle section’’ of the page provides a striking example of the
way in which the NVS conveys a wealth of information to the glance of a scholar or critic.
Take, for example, the textual note from the NVS The Winter’s Tale that appears as the last
such note on page 68 (the left-hand side of Figure 1). It reads ‘‘200 Observing Polixenes and
Hermione. ROWE1-STAU ( CAP), KTLY-HUD2 ( DEL4).’’ By referring to the upper
section of the page guided by the note’s through line number or TLN (‘‘200’’), the reader
can identify ‘‘Observing Polixenes and Hermione.’’ as an editorial stage direction
added into Leontes’s accusation against Hermione ‘‘Still Virginalling / Vpon his Palme?’’
 although to find that the speaker is Leontes and that the subject of his speech is
Hermione the reader would have to turn back several pages of the book. Then the reader
could refer to the end-papers at either the front or the back of the book (see Figure 2).
These list all the sigla (‘‘ROWE1, STAU, CAP, KTLY, HUD2, DEL4’’) in both
alphabetical and chronological order, with dates. The scholar could translate the note’s
sigla into the names of editors or of editions by going to the Plan of the Work in the book’s
prefatory matter, to which the end papers direct the scholar (Figure 3). By using the book
in this way, a scholarly reader could determine from just over a full line of type that the
stage direction was first added by Nicholas Rowe in 1709 (ROWE1) and that he was
followed by all subsequent editors but one, up to and including Howard Staunton in 1859
(STAU); the important exception is Edward Capell in his edition of 1768 (CAP). Yet when



























































































































































































































































































































































followed by William George Clark and William Aldis Wright in their first Cambridge
edition of 1863 (CAM1) and again by Clark and Wright in their Globe edition of 1864
(GLO). Nonetheless, Thomas Keightley returned to Rowe’s addition in 1864 (KTLY), and
was followed in doing so by all editors but one (this time Delius again in his fourth edition
of 1872  DEL4), up to and including Henry N. Hudson in his second edition of 1880
(HUD2), but by none thereafter. This note then becomes one particular piece of evidence
for the view that Capell was the eighteenth-century editor most capable of independent
thought. The note also contributes evidence to the opinion that Clark and Wright’s
rethinking in the 1860s of the Shakespeare editorial tradition was thorough, taking into
consideration even the most recent editions, like Delius’s second edition of 1860, as well as
profoundly influential on later editorial tradition  although only after a period of nearly
20 years. I hope it will not sound like special pleading to argue that the scholarly
conventions employed in the core of an NVS for arranging a paragraph’s worth of
information in the space of a line or so of type are a masterpiece of economy. This core is
followed by a number of appendices providing in the form of excerpts, paraphrases and
summaries all discussion of the play’s textual problems, date, sources, criticism and history
of production on stage, followed by a bibliography of all items cited. These appendices
digest a great deal of material in a severely limited compass and lavishly employ cross-
references (especially to each other, to the text of the play [what Greetham calls the upper
section of the core], the commentary [the lower section] and the bibliography of the
edition). Altogether there are more than a thousand cross-references in an NVS.
To realize Phyllis Franklin’s vision fully, we will need to find ways to transform the
highly developed scholarly conventions of the book just described into the conventions of
the WWW  without loss of either functionality or information  quite a challenge in view
of the WWW convention that navigation of any site be intuitively obvious, that is, free of
convention. In 2005 our latest volume, The Winter’s Tale, was published electronically on
CD-ROM in PDF (Portable Document Format).1 Of course, publication in this format is
still a long way from realizing Phyllis Franklin’s vision. However, there are distinct
scholarly advantages to the format, and it does offer significant additional advantages over
book publication alone. Chief among these advantages are basic searchability and the
hypertext links of all sigla to the Plan of the Work, which identifies them; links of all
citations of items in the Bibliography to the full bibliographical entries; links of all cross-
references to other places in the book itself to those very places. Thus, with the CD-ROM,
a reader can navigate an NVS much faster, clicking a mouse, rather than turning pages.
Hypertext links also help break through at least to some extent the thicket of scholarly
conventions that limit accessibility of the NVS to the larger public; for example, one need
no longer learn the distinction between editions, which are listed in the prefatory Plan of
the Work, and criticism and scholarship, which are provided in the concluding
Bibliography  just click the citation and be taken to the proper location. Nonetheless,
it must be admitted that PDF does very little to exploit the opportunities provided by the
electronic environment. However, there are problems in that environment that PDF
effectively addresses. With PDF we can preserve from the distortions of browsers like
Internet Explorer the integrity of NVS scholarly editing.
PDF may mean ‘‘Portable Document Format,’’ but for the NVS it appears to mean
‘‘Protected Document Format’’. It is reasonable, then, to ask why it is necessary to preserve
and protect the book format in making the NVS electronic, especially because of the
difficulty attending the adaptation of the convention-bound book to the new convention-
free medium, as well as our inability to take much advantage of this medium by clinging to

















































































WWW is now about a half a generation old, dating from 1992, for nearly another whole
generation the NVS volumes that are published will be ones that were undertaken before
the WWW came to be. That is, these books, once published, will have been at least three or
four decades in the making, conceived from the beginning only as books, not as electronic
editions. A second reason for sticking to the book is its proven durability as a medium
across several centuries, a medium with which the WWW will not be able to compete on
the basis of longevity for several more centuries. And a third and final reason is that the
enormity of human effort that goes into constructing, checking, copy-editing and proof-
reading an NVS edition for book publication simply cannot be duplicated in order to
create a second different and born-electronic edition without bringing an already
agonizingly long project to an utter halt.
Therefore our hope lies in the possibility of exploiting the potential for the electronic
medium that already exists in the rigour of the well-established conventions of the book
edition described above. The NVS Winter’s Tale has been encoded in XML to conform to
TEI under the expert direction of Julia Flanders. Thus there is the potential within this text
for its display in a great variety of forms, and it is to be hoped, as is always the case with
XML, that it will retain this potential even as current software and hardware rush toward
their destined obsolescence. Alan Galey has already achieved astonishing success in using
the XML code for uniquely digital presentations of the NVS. He can display the three-part
page of the NVS core in a number of interface modes, depending upon the particular
interests of the reader. In one interface mode (Figure 4), the text of the play alone appears
(i.e. the upper section of the printed page).2 In this mode, each line can be clicked in order
to open in a box beside the text both the textual notes (i.e. the middle section of the printed
page) and the commentary notes (i.e. the lower section of the page) associated with that
particular line. If the commentary note is extensive (as is often the case in the NVS), the

















































































box in which it appears is scrollable so that the reader never loses sight of the line of text as
s/he reads the commentary on it, as is often the case with the printed NVS when one must
turn the page in order to finish reading the commentary note. This mode may be the most
popular one because most readers approach the NVS with a view to learning all they
can about a particular word, line or passage in a play. In a second interface mode (see
Figure 5), designed for a reader interested primarily in the history of emendation of the
text, the reader can open up beside the play text all the textual notes; thus the reader can
see a great many more of the NVS’s textual notes at once than in the printed book, in
which the bulk of commentary notes limits to a few both the number of textual notes and
the number of lines of the play text visible in a single opening. In a third interface mode
(see Figure 6) the reader can choose to fill the screen with commentary notes alone,
together with the lines of text to which they refer.
Galey’s handling of the textual notes represents his most startling innovation. His
interface treats each textual note as a data object, allowing for multiple forms of
visualization rendered on the fly. The note thus can be made to appear on the screen not
only in the highly compressed form quoted above but also in a much more accessible
colour-coded tabular form. If one were, for example, to click on the textual note already
quoted, ‘‘200 Observing Polixenes and Hermione. ROWE1-STAU ( CAP), KTLY-HUD2
(DEL4)’’, a box would open beneath the note. This box would contain two columns of
cells. Each cell would contain the relevant information for a particular edition: its date, its
clickable siglum and its reading in this place. The cells for editions that include the words
‘‘Observing Polixenes and Hermione.’’ would be green, those omitting the words white.
Thus there would appear at the head of the first column four white cells representing the
four seventeenth-century Folios (F1F4), all of which omit the stage direction. Then, the


















































































fifth cell, coloured green, would represent Rowe’s first edition, which introduces the stage
direction for the first time. The rest of the first column would all be Rowe green  with
the exception of the white cell for Capell’s edition of 1768, which reads with the Folios. The
second column would also begin in Rowe green, but after the first five cells it would change
to Folio white, those three cells representing Delius’s 1860 edition and the Cambridge and
Globe editions. Thereafter would come further alternations until Folio white would take
over about a third of the way down the second column, not to be displaced again. This can
be seen in Figure 7, from which the information detailed incompletely in my last five
sentences can be completely absorbed in much less time than it takes to read those
sentences. Had there been more than a single variant in the line, Galey’s interface would
have provided two different visualizations. The first would have been a table of the kind
just described and shown in Figure 7; the second would be a shorter table to the left, which
analyses the full table by tabulating each of the variants adopted by editors and associating
each variant with the sigla of the editors who chose it (see Figure 8). The interface can also
automate the algorithmic labour required for large-scale visualization, as when a reader
might wish to see patterns of variation and emendation that extend across an entire play
rather than just a single note. Figure 9 shows the results of this process, a global view of
The Winter’s Tale apparatus with each textual note in the NVS edition displayed row after
row. Each column after the first two (TLNs and First Folio readings or lemmata)
represents an edition selected by the reader (in this case the three derivative Folios [F2, F3,
F4], Pope’s first edition, Capell and Malone), so that the window serves as a snapshot of
the larger totality of variants. This display makes visible narratives of textual change, such
as the emendation of ‘‘offend’’ to ‘‘offends’’ at TLN 1724, which persists as a green bar
from F2 onward. An edition between, say, Pope and Capell might revert to the reading
Figure 6. Yet another interface mode of Galey’s eNVS core, with commentary notes appearing with

















































































‘‘offend,’’  none does though  but the unbroken green indicates continuity among the
editions chosen. In another example, we can see that at TLN 1782 the word ‘‘the’’, which
was printed in the first three Folios, changed to ‘‘thy’’ in the Fourth Folio (with the right-
angle arrow indicating that F4 introduced this emendation into the editorial tradition),
persisted as ‘‘thy’’ through Pope, and changed back to the First Folio’s ‘‘the’’ in Capell and
Malone. Using this visualization a reader can formulate and answer broadly scoped
questions: did Malone, for example, tend to depend on Capell? Which of Pope’s textual
innovations still show up in later editions like the 1986 Oxford Shakespeare? With this
table any reader  not just a scholarly reader accustomed to reading textual notes  can see
at a glance the shape of the editorial tradition in this place. Thanks to Galey’s innovative
interface that exploits Flanders’s XML tagging, it is still possible for NVS editors to work
single-mindedly towards publication in book form following the many strict conventions of
the series because their books, once the conventions are rendered in the XML tagging, can
be transformed out of their conventions into the convention-free WWW mode.
I want to conclude by turning to a question raised in 2002 by my co-general editor
Richard Knowles concerning ‘‘how . . . electronic publication [may] affect the future of the
Variorum’’ (‘‘New’’ 147). Already, I can report, electronic publication is affecting the
Variorum. The most obvious and immediate effect of such publication is that it makes an

















































































Figure 8. Colour-coded tabular form of the data, showing variants adopted by editors, and
associating each variant with the sigla of the editors.

















































































edition more accurate. Let me explain. Long before anyone could imagine such
publication, MLA, as the Variorum’s publisher, had put in place procedures to ensure a
very high standard of accuracy. MLA appoints general editors and charges them with the
task of exhaustively checking each manuscript, making suggestions for revisions and
checking proofreading. These general editors, in turn, use all their powers of persuasion on
the distinguished scholars who serve on the MLA Committee on the NVS and on other
scholars to join in the checking of manuscripts and the suggestion of revision. Once this
stage is complete, manuscript editions then go to the MLA copy-editors, who are
legendary for their rigor, and their rigor became all the more rigorous once they began
receiving the manuscript in both electronic and paper form. Nonetheless, the experience of
the past year has shown that for sheer rigor the process of XML tagging outdoes all
procedures earlier put in place. Thus, as Julia Flanders has continued to tag ever more
richly the 2005 New Variorum Winter’s Tale, she has turned up some errors in the book
publication to be corrected in future electronic publication of the edition that will
supersede the existing CD-ROM.
There are advantages and disadvantages to the discovery of such errors. The
advantages are self-evident, of course, because all editing is the quest for accurate
reproduction of text, and therefore you may well be appalled that I, an editor and a general
editor, should say that there could be any disadvantages to the achievement of a more
correct publication. But disadvantages there are if one is concerned with the progress
towards completion and publication of new volumes in the series. As the encoding of The
Winter’s Tale was being perfected, The Comedy of Errors was at press; Richard Knowles’s
monumental edition of King Lear was virtually done, and both of us were dying to see it
published. Instead, time was being spent on correcting The Winter’s Tale. I looked back
with envy to the experience of the senior Horace Howard Furness, who achieved so much,
in part by not looking back, as he wryly indicates in one of his surviving letters, this to a Dr
Butler, who has found alleged errors in Furness’s Hamlet:
Dear Dr. Butler: When last I had the pleasure of hearing from you, you asked me sundry
questions about ‘‘Hamlet,’’ which I should have been glad to answer if I could. Doubtless the
errors which you pointed out were downright blunders, springing from what Dr. Johnson
pluckily confessed to be ‘‘pure ignorance’’. Time was when the sight of such would have cooled
my senses like a night shriek, and my fell of hair would have roused and stirred, but I have
grown so accustomed to them that at the hearing I can smile & smile and continue to be the
villain with entire serenity. After I have finished a play my interest in everything connected with
it but its beauty and its charms, which nothing can wither, utterly dies out. Look at it again I
cannot. So I find it more comfortable to say ‘‘don’t shoot, I’ll come down’’. (qtd. in Knowles,
‘‘Philadelphia’’ 98)
But, as we began to publish the Variorum electronically, we had to look again at The
Winter’s Tale, in spite of my grousing. We needed to finalize the encoding procedures for
future and perhaps even past volumes in the series. And we can anticipate a future of not
only looking again then at the content of NVS editions when encoding difficulties identify
errors that escaped into print, but also looking back over and over again at the encoding
itself, as it continues to be developed. So far I have been speaking of XML (eXtensible
Markup Language) and TEI (the Text Encoding Initiative) as if they were fixed and stable
entities. Indeed they have usually been conceived and presented as such because they were
devised precisely to prevent scholarly work in the electronic medium from falling prey to
the obsolescence of endlessly evolving software and hardware. However, as Paul Eggert,
writing with a number of his colleagues, points out, both XML and TEI are themselves

















































































the TEI . . . had just been released. Now, the technology has progressed such that XML is
the requisite language and the P5 version of the TEI . . . is almost upon us’’ (276 5n.) Thus
as markup language and document type definitions change, someone will have to look
again at the markup decisions that are now being made in order to keep the electronic New
Variorum Shakespeares current as electronic texts. I see myself getting caught up in an
endlessly recursive loop of the kind I would create in trying and failing to write a program
in an early computer language called SNOBOL about 35 years ago. Such are some of the
advantages and disadvantages of electronic NVS publication.
Notes
1. My narrative elides a crucial incident in the development of an electronic NVS, namely the
involvement of Professor Gregory Crane of Tufts University, the classicist editor-in-chief of the
Perseus Project and a pioneer in humanities computing at Harvard in the 1980s. After initially
volunteering his expertise to MLA, Crane conclusively demonstrated that it would be possible to
have an electronic Variorum by creating an electronic text of an already published volume,
encoding it in detail in Standard General Markup Language (SGML) to conform to the Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI), the standard for encoding texts in the humanities  a huge amount of
work. It is quite impossible to overstate how much the New Variorum Shakespeare remains in
Greg Crane’s debt. For a very early vision of what an electronic NVS might be, see Brockbank.
2. All images of the eNVS interface included here are from an unpublished prototype, and do not
necessarily represent the eNVS interface or content as it will appear upon publication.
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